We study the quark Wigner distributions of the pion meson which are the phase-space distributions containing the most general one-parton information. Using the pion wavefunctions deduced from a light-cone quark model, we calculate the Wigner distributions of the unpolarized, longitudinally polarized and transversely polarized quarks inside the pion meson via the Fock-state overlap representation, respectively. We present the numerical results of the transverse Wigner distributions in which the longitudinal momentum fraction is integrated out. The mixed Wigner distributions as functions of by and kx are also presented. As a intermediate step, we provide the analytic results for the generalized transverse momentum dependent distributions of the pion meson in the same model.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the internal structures of hadrons in terms of quarks and gluons and their roles in high energy scattering process is one of the main goals of QCD and hadronic physics. Parton distribution function (PDF) f i/h (x), which expresses the probability density of parton i in a hadron h with the longitudinal momentum fraction x, was first introduced by Feynman [1] to describe inclusive process with one hadron in the initial state. Although very successful, PDFs can only describe partonic structure of hadrons in one dimension. In the last two decades, a much more comprehensive picture on the nucleon structure has been developed [2] [3] [4] , and the transverse momentum dependent (TMD) distributions play the central role. TMD distributions f (x, k ⊥ ) not only depend on the longitudinal momentum fraction x, but also depend on the parton transverse momentum k ⊥ with respect to the hadron, therefore they allows a three-dimensional description of parton structure in momentum space. TMD distributions naturally enter the description of semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering and Drell-Yan process in which two hadrons are involved. Furthermore, Combining the spin of the nucleon or the parton, TMD distributions unravel some novel features such as the Sivers effect [5, 6] and the Boer-Mulders effect [7] through spin-orbit correlation [8] [9] [10] , which cannot be explained within the leading-twist collinear picture.
On the other hand, in the off-forward region a new type of nucleon structure-the so-call generalized parton distribution (GPD) [11] [12] [13] -emerges. It is the extension of the ordinary PDF from the forward scattering region to the off-forward scattering region. Therefore, GPDs are the natural observables appearing in various exclusive processes in which the target receives a recoil momentum ∆, such as the deeply virtual Compton scattering (DVCS) γ * h(p) → γh(p ′ ) and the hard exclusive production of
. Except x, GPDs also de- * zhunlu@seu.edu.cn pend on the momentum transfer squared t = ∆ 2 and the longitudinal fraction ξ = ∆ + /P + of the transferred momentum. GPDs may reduce to various form factors after x is integrated out. Particularly, Fourier transforming GPDs with respect to the transverse component of ∆ yields the impact-parameter dependent distributions (IPDs) [14] [15] [16] , f (x, b 2 ⊥ ), with b ⊥ the impact parameter conjugate to ∆ ⊥ . IPDs thus provide very useful information on the parton tomography in hadrons: distributions of parton in the transverse coordinate space at a fixed x.
A more fundamental understanding of the partonic structure of the nucleon can be gained by unifying the distributions in momentum space and in position space. The Wigner distributions, which are functions of the full phase-space variables k and r, can achieve this goal. They provides most precise and complete description for the parton information in a hadron. The six-dimensional (3 dimensions in position and 3 dimension in momentum) Wigner distributions in QCD were first introduced in Ref. [17, 18] . A very useful phase-space distribution for describing a fast moving hadron (or in the infinitemomentum frame) is the five-dimensional Wigner distribution [19] , denoted by W (x, k ⊥ , b ⊥ ). In this case the light-cone formalism is a suitable approach, and in leading-twist the Wigner distribution can be expressed as the overlap integration of hadronic light-cone wavefunctions [20] . After the transverse coordinates or the transverse momenta are integrated out, the five-dimensional Wigner distributions reduce to the normal TMDs or IPDs, respectively. However, in some cases there are no corresponding TMDs or IPDs for certain Wigner distributions after the spin of the hadron or the quark is considered. Therefore the Wigner distributions also provide unique information that cannot be gained from the conventional three-dimensional distributions. Furthermore, the Wigner distributions usually serve as the starting point for calculating other physical observables, especially the quark orbital angular momentum [21] . Finally, the Wigner distributions can be also related to the generalized transverse momentum dependent distributions (GTMDs) through Fourier transformation.
In recent years, the Wigner distributions of the nucleon, for both the quark [19, 22, 23] and gluon [24, 25] with different polarization configurations, have been calculated by various models. There are also studies on the feasibility to probe the gluon Wigner distributions [26] [27] [28] as well as the GTMDs of the nucleon [29] through experimental measurements. However, the Wigner distribution of the pion meson was less studied in literature. So far only the GTMDs of the pion meson were calculated in a spectator model [31] . This motivate us to present a first calculation on the quark Wigner distributions of the pion meson, which can provide complimentary information on the multidimensional description of the partonic structure of hadrons. We will focus on the five-dimensional Wigner distributions ρ(x, b ⊥ , k ⊥ ), for which the lightcone formalism is a proper approach in the study. Thus we will apply a light-cone quark model for the pion meson [30] . In the calculation we consider the Wigner distributions for the unpolarized quark, longitudinally polarized quark and transversely polarized quark. It is also interesting to compare the quark Wigner distributions of the pion meson with those of the nucleon to find the common feature and the difference between them.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section. II we review the systematics of the quark Wigner distributions of the pion and their connection with GTMDs. In Section. III we derive the analytic expressions of the five-dimensional Wigner distributions of the pion meson in an overlap representation of the light-cone formalism. In Section. IV we present the numerical results of the transverse Winger distributions as well as the mixed Wigner distribution. We summarize the paper in Section V.
II. SYSTEMATICS OF QUARK WIGNER DISTRIBUTIONS OF PION MESON
Our starting point is the generalized quark-quark correlator for a spin-0 hadron introduced in Refs. [31, 32] 
with parton transverse momenta fully-unintegrated. Here, P = (p + p ′ )/2 is the averaged momentum of the initial and final hadron, ∆ = p ′ − p is the the momentum transfer to the hadron, k and x = k + /P + are the average momentum and the average longitudinal momentum fraction carried by the active quark. To ensures the color gauge invariance of the correlator in Eq. (1), the Wilson line W running along the path
is included, with all four points connected by straight lines. In Eq. 1 we have suppressed two arguments of the correlator W : N = M 2 n/P · n and η = sign(n 0 ), as they will not affect our discussion.
The correlator in Ref. 1 can be parameterized into the GTMDs, on the basis of Dirac structure Γ:
Here we only consider the leading-twist decomposition.
For an unpolarized hadron, the parameterization has the form
where Taking the ∆ = 0 limit, the GTMDs can be projected to the TMD distributions appearing in SIDIS and DrellYan process. Integrating out the transverse momentum, the GTMDs reduces to the GPDs describing the exclusive processes. Particlarly, there is no corresponding TMD or GPD for the GTMD G 1,1 , therefore, it provides unique information that cannot be obtained from the conventional three-dimensional distributions Furthermore, the GTMDs can be used to define the Wigner distributions of partons inside hadron through the Fourier transfer with
where
is the generalized correlator at ξ = 0, and b ⊥ is the impact parameter in the position space conjugate to ∆ ⊥ . Particularly,
represent the Wigner distributions of the unpolarized quark, longitudinally polarized quark and transversely polarized quark in an unpolarized hadron, respectively. According to Refs. [17, 18] , the Wigner distributions can be also deduced from the Wigner operators for quarks at a fixed light-cone time y + = 0 as follows
Sandwiching the Wigner operators between the initial-and final-state of the nucleon yields the Wigner distribution [19] 
which is equivalent to the definition in Eq. 7. In this picture, the variables b ⊥ and k ⊥ can be interpreted [19] as the relative average transverse position and the relative average transverse momentum of the quark, respectively. Finally, the quark Wigner distributions can be related to the corresponding GTMDs [19] 
where the distributions X are the Fourier transformation of the GTMDs X:
III. QUARK WIGNER DISTRIBUTION OF THE PION MESON IN THE OVERLAP REPRESENTATION
In this section we present the analytical calculation on the quark Wigner distributions of the pion meson in the light-cone quark model using the overlap representation for the parton correlator. The light-cone formalism has been widely applied in the calculation of parton distribution functions of nucleon and mesons [33, 34] . On the other hand, the overlap representation has also been used to study various form factors of the nucleon [35] and the pion [30] , anomalous magnetic moment of the nucleon [35, 36] as well as GPDs [37] . Moreover, the light-cone constituent quark model was applied to calculate the quark Wigner distribution of the proton. It is therefore straightforward to extend the same framework to compute the Wigner distribution of the pion. In the light-cone approach, the wavefunctions of the hadron, which describe a hadronic composite state at a particular
The corresponding light-cone wavefunctions have the form
Where λ i denotes the helicity of parton i. In the following, we only consider the first order contribution in the calculation to simplify the problem, ie., we consider the minimal Fock states of the pion meson (n = 2), namely, ψ π (x, k ⊥ , λ q , λq). These wavefunctions has been derived in Ref. [30] by considering the relativistic effect of quarks [38, 39] :
Here, x is the longitudinal momentum fraction of the quark inside pion, k ⊥ = (k ⊥1 , k ⊥2 ) is the intrinsic transverse momentum of the quark, m stands for the mass of the quark/antiquark. We use +/− denotes the positive/negative helicity of the quark and the spectator antiquark. The longitudinal momentum fraction and the intrinsic transverse momentum of the spectator antiquark can be easily determined as 1 − x and −k ⊥ , respectively. In addition, ϕ π in Eq. (19) is the wavefunction in momentum space, for which we adopt the Brodsky-HuangLepage (BHL) prescription [40] :
In the overlap representation, the leading-twist gener-alized correlator can be expressed as
where the subscripts ↑ and ↓ denote the transverse polarizations of the quark along the directionê x and −ê x , respectively.
The arguments of the initial-state wavefunctions in Eqs. (21), (22) and (23) are given by
and those of the final-state wavefunctions have the form
Using the light-cone wavefunctions of the pion in Eq. (19) as well as the overlap representation for W
[Γ] , we obtain the analytic results of the GTMDs of the pion as follows (in the region 0 < ξ/2 < x):
with
In the above result we find that H 1,1 vanishes in our model, and H 1,2 is proportional to G 1,1 .
Similarly, the Wigner distribution of the unpolarized quark inside the pion meson can be calculated from the light-cone quark model as
where the overlap representation is also applied. In the same way, one can write down the Wigner distribution of the longitudinally polarized quark inside the pion meson
as well as the Wigner distribution of the transversely polarized quark inside the pion meson
Substituting the light-cone wavefunctions of the pion meson in Eq. (19), we obtain the expressions for the Wigner distributions in our model as follows:
In this calculation, only the GTMD H 1,2 contributes to the Wigner distribution ρ 
IV. NUMERICAL RESULT FOR PION WIGNER DISTRIBUTION
To present the numerical result of the pion Wigner distribution, we need to specify the values of the parameters A, m and β in our model. We choose the values from Ref. [30, 41] :
In the following we consider the Wigner distributions in the transverse space, which can be obtained by integrating out the longitudinal momentum fraction x:
In Fig. 1 , we plot the transverse Wigner distributions In all the three cases, we find distortions in both the transverse momentum space and the impact parameter space. However, we observe that the distortion patterns for unpolarized quarks, longitudinally polarized quark and transversely polarized quarks are quite different. The deformation in b ⊥ and k ⊥ space of the unpolarized quark in pion meson is similar to result of the valence quarks distributions of the proton [19] , namely, the configuration b ⊥ ⊥ k ⊥ is favored. For the longitudinally polarized quark, positive distribution is observed in the b x < 0 region and k y > 0 region, this is opposite to the case of the u and d quark distributions for the proton observed in Fig. 4 of Ref. [19] in which the light-cone constituent quark model and the chiral quark-soliton model were adopted. In the b ⊥ -space, the peak of the distribution of longitudinally polarized quark is around the region 0.1 fm < b x < 0.2 fm, while in the k ⊥ -space the peak is around the region 0.2 GeV < k x < 0.3 GeV. As for the transversely polarized quark with polarization along e x , the distribution is positive in the b y < 0 region, while it is negative in the entire k ⊥ region.
To quantitatively estimate the distortion of the unpolarized quark in the pion meson, we also calculate the 
In the left panel and right panel of Fig. 2 , we plot Q k (b ⊥ ) vs b ⊥ and Q b (k ⊥ ) vs k ⊥ , respectively. The curves show that the quadrupole distortion for the pion meson is negative, which is the same as that for the proton [19] . The size of the pion quadrupole distortion is generally smaller than that of proton quadrupole distortion. We also observe that the b ⊥ dependent quadrupole distortion increases with increasing b ⊥ , while the b ⊥ dependent one has the maximum value at k ⊥ = 0.45 GeV. One can extract more information from the Wigner distribution which is only a quasiprobabilistic density. This can be done by defining the mixed transverse Wigner distributions [19] 
in which b x and k y are integrated out. Different from ρ Γ ,ρ Γ has genuine probability interpretation because the remained variables b y and k x are commutable. Therefore,ρ Γ (b y , k x ) represent the probability density of the quark in the (k x , b y ) plane. We choose the (k x , b y ) plane rather than the (k y , b x ) plane as we find that in our casẽ ρ UT (b x , k y ) is consistent with zero. This is because integrating over b y leads to the Dirac delta function δ(∆ y ) and we adopt the quantized axis of the transverse polarization along e x . Therefore, according to the factor ǫ ij
In Fig. 3 , we plot the mixed transverse densitỹ
for the pion meson in the left, central and right panels, respectively. We find thatρ UU (b y , k x ) has the maximum size at b y = 0 fm and k x = 0 GeV, and it decreases with increasing b y and k x . Unlike the unpolarized quarks, the peak of the longitudinally polarized quark distributionρ UL (b y , k x ) is distorted to the region around |b y | = 0.15 fm and |k x | = 0.2 GeV. The helicity of the quarks tends to be positive in the region k x * b y > 0 and negative in the region k x * b y < 0. This is similar to the case of the proton Wigner distribution. Due to the smaller size of the pion meson, the distortion peaks in the smaller b ⊥ region compared with the distortion of the proton. For the transverse polarization distribution of the quarks along e x , we find thatρ UT (b y , k x ) is maximum at |b y | = 0.15 fm and |k x | = 0 GeV, and the equidensity lines are approximately triangles in the outer region. Also, the transverse polarization of the quark is positive in the b y < 0 region and negative in the b y > 0 region.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we studied the quark Wigner distributions of the pion meson using a light-cone quark model. In the model, the Wigner distributions as well as the GTMDs can be expressed as the overlap of the light-cone wavefunctions of the initial-and finalstate pion meson. We presented the analytic expressions of the transverse Wigner distribution for the unpolarized quark ρ UU (b ⊥ , k ⊥ ), longitudinally polarized quark ρ UL (b ⊥ , k ⊥ ) and transversely polarized quark ρ UT (b ⊥ , k ⊥ ), using the model resulting light-cone wavefunctions. The analytic results for the leading-twist GTMDs F 1,1 , G 1,1 and H 1,2 in the region 0 < ξ/2 < x were 
